Productivity Solutions™ by Global

Keyboard Supports

Keyboard Trays with Mouse Supports

Allow users to maintain neutral joint angles while keying and mousing.

POBUSTRAY  OBUSform® Tray
Floating Mouse Tray® slides over numeric keys; also can be positioned to left or right and at the same height as keyboard • Height Adjustable Palm Rest® is easily positioned to left or right of tray depending on keyboard location

KT01  Tray with Sliding Mouse Support
Mouse support slides below tray for left or right mouse positioning.

KT27M02  27" HDPE Tray
Tray allows easy positioning of mouse to left or right, and at the same height as, the keyboard • Easily removable palm rest • Includes mouse fence and cable manager to keep mouse on support

KTMT03  Tray with Height Adjustable Mouse Support
Mouse Support easily mounted left or right of keyboard and includes angle, swivel and height adjustment • Easily removable palm rest • Includes mouse fence and cable manager to keep mouse in place

Cover: Zira shown in White (WHT) top, Winter Cherry (WCR) base. Alero (1960-4) seating shown in Crescent, Lemon (704).
Above: KTMT03 Keyboard Tray with KSPK Slim Fit Keyboard Mechanism. Worksurface laminate shown in Avant Cherry (AWC). Seating is Granada shown in Couture, Persimmon (CE80).
Productivity Solutions™ by Global

A comprehensive series of ergonomically sound products, naturally connecting people with technology to enhance comfort and productivity.

Designed to fit* you and your technology and fully integrate with Global products for Total Office solutions.

*FIT = MOVE + MATCH + SUPPORT

Keyboard Supports

Keyboard Mechanisms

Allow users to maintain neutral joint angles while freeing up space below the worksurface.

- **KSM01 Soft Touch**
  - Good value for single users who do not adjust their keyboard often
  - Simultaneous height and tilt adjustment
  - Positive tilt lockout available

- **KSM02 Lift-N-Lock**
  - Better value for single users who frequently change positions and for multiple users
  - Knob-less height adjustment, independent tilt adjustment
  - Positive tilt lockout available

- **KSFK Slim Fit**
  - Best value for single users who frequently change positions and for multiple users
  - Super slim profile accommodates leg clearance requirements of more users
  - Knob-less height adjustment, independent tilt adjustment
  - Positive tilt lockout available

- **KSM03 Lift-N-Lock Sit-Stand**
  - Highly recommended for single users to alternate between sitting and standing
  - Knob-less height adjustment, independent tilt adjustment
  - Positive tilt lockout available

Above: KSFK Slim Fit Keyboard Mechanism.
Monitor Arms
Allow users to position one or more screens to enhance visual comfort.

Single Screen
- MON1SPP Pole Position
- MON1SSEH Single Extension Height Adjustable
- MON1SDEH Dual Extension Height Adjustable

Dual Screen
- MON2SDEH Double Extension Height Adjustable

Parabolic Quad Screen
- MONGS8M

9” vertical height adjustment on post • Additional horizontal and vertical height adjustability available depending on model • Accommodates up to 21” flat panel monitors • All models include desk clamp, grommet and through-hole mounts

Above: HE3048MS Electric Sit-to-Stand Height Adjustable Table shown in Tiger Fruitwood (TFW) laminate and MON1SDEH single screen Monitor Arm. Aurora seating shown in Match, Green (MT27).
Sit-to-Stand Height Adjustable Tables

Allow users to move between sitting and standing.

**HE3048MS Electric**
- Monoleg base
- Fingertip controlled 3-position programmable switch
- Height adjustment from 26.5" to 43"
- Load capacity up to 160lbs.

**HTM3058 Manual**
- Heavy duty steel leg base
- Paddle activated counterbalanced mechanism
- Height adjustment from 26" to 46"
- Load capacity up to 100lbs.

Above: HE3048MS Electric Sit-to-Stand Height Adjustable Table shown in Tiger Fruitwood (TFW) laminate. Aurora seating shown in Match, Green (MT27).
Ergonomic Accessories

CPU Holders
Frees up space on and under the desk.

PCPU-HC On Casters
- Easily positioned below surface
- Width adjusts from 5” to 11”

PCPU-GT On Glide Track
- Holder slides out on track for easy access
- Width adjusts from 3.5” to 9.3”
- Height adjusts from 12.5” to 22.5”

Laptop Support
Allows proper positioning of laptop screen for visual comfort.
To be paired with keyboard supports.

PLTS125 Laptop Stand
- Easily positioned for visual comfort
- 5 angle adjustments
- 4 port USB hub; plug-and-play installation

POBSMONST OBUSforme® Laptop Stand
- Easily positioned for visual comfort
- User height adjustable from 2.3” to 5.4”

Above: PCPU-GT On Glide Track, PLTS125 Laptop Stand, POBUSTRAY OBUSforme® Tray, PEUTEM Mini Adapter Power Module. Worksurface shown in Tiger Walnut (TWL). Back panel shown in Tracery, Sea Spray (TC44).
Ergonomic Accessories

Document Holders

Position document to enhance visual comfort.

PDHC200 Desktop
Magnetic line guide • Angle adjustable

PMAILDH In Line
Attaches to Monitor Arms • Supports letter or legal size documents

OBUSforme® Footrest
For postural change.

POBUSFOTR OBUSforme® Footrest
3-position angle adjustment • Non-slip surface

Power and Data Management

Access to power and data at desk level and within reach.

PEUTEM Mini Adapter Power Module
Two power receptacles • Attaches to edge of table or desk through grommet hole

PMSPDM Power/Data Block
Worksurface power and data module • Two power receptacles and two data receptacles

PCSN01 Cable Snake
Frees up space below surface • Flexible cable management

Lighting

Personal control for visual comfort.

PVET5L Under Storage Task Light
Slim low profile metal chassis attaches to wood or metal units • T5 rapid start florescent lamp provides energy efficient illumination

Above: POBUSFOTR OBUSforme® Footrest. Graphic seating shown in Imprint, Currie (IM73).
Productivity Solutions™ by Global provide a good fit* for today’s workers and meet or exceed ergonomics standards, guidelines and ANSI/BIFMA standards for performance, durability and safety.

*FIT = MOVE + MATCH + SUPPORT